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Amnesty urges Algerian authorities to release human rights lawyer 
On the 29th of November, Amnesty International issued a statement urging the Algerian

authorities to release the lawyer and human rights activist, Abderraouf Arslane, whose trial was

due to open on November 29 at the court in Tebessa. 

 The lawyer of the bar of Tebessa was to appear in the trial "membership in the terrorist

movement Rachad", along with his co-defendants Aziz Bekakria, Redouane Hamidi and Azzedine

Mansouri. However, the trial has been postponed to the 7th of December due to the strike

movement observed by the black robes, we learn from judicial sources. Abderraouf Arslane was

detained on May 26, 2021 at the court of Tebessa provisionally pending his trial. He was

defending in the same court three activists: Aziz Bekakria, Redouane Hamidi and Azeddine

Mansouri who had been arrested earlier in the day. After the hearing, the prosecutor ordered

Arslane's detention pending an investigation into vague charges of alleged links to members of

Rachad, an unregistered political movement. Algerian authorities also blame Abderraouf

Arslane's participation in public debates about the 2019-2021 Algerian protests, also known as the

Hirak movement. However, Amnesty International emphasizes the irrationality of these charges

as none of them are recognized as illegal under international law. 

 Abderraouf Arslane is a member of the collective of defence of the Hirak detainees. At the time

of his arrest in May 2021, several rallies had been organized by lawyers in several cities of the

country, to express their support for their colleagues.

Algerians confirm their support to governing parties in local elections
Algeria held local and regional elections on the 27th of November. It is the second time this year

that Algerians are called to choose their representatives, after last June's legislative elections. As

last summer, the parties composing the current majority have prevailed - namely, the National

Liberation Front (FLN), led by current president Abdelmadjid Tebboune, whereas Islamist parties

have lost support, Associated Press reports. 

Algeria is now facing a dangerous boost in prices for basic goods, housing and health care, which

foments a sense of fear and frustration among the population. Yet, participation rates remain

quite low in elections, around 34-36%; nevertheless, an increment has been registered compared

to the last legislative ones, where only 23% of vote affluence was registered. 

ALGERIA

https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2021/11/algeria-release-human-rights-lawyer-tried-on-bogus-terrorism-related-charges/
https://www.elwatan.com/edition/actualite/tebessa-lavocat-abderraouf-arslane-maintenu-en-detention-01-06-2021
https://apnews.com/article/business-religion-elections-local-elections-algiers-fbadcf120f1350222c8b0f752b11c1f8
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Human Rights activist fined for   criticizing authority of Egypt’s election body
A court in Egypt has convicted prominent Egyptian human rights activist Hossam Bahgat guilty of

insulting a judicial electoral body in a tweet he sent last year after the national elections.

According to Al Jazeera, the charge was based on a tweet in which he accused the chairman of

the electoral authority of supposedly manipulating the parliamentary vote in 2020. Bahgat has

been fined around 630 dollars. 

Egypt is known for being intolerant to criticism from human rights activists, according to both

Human Rights Watch and Amnesty International. Illustrating this, Egypt has been investigating

Bahgat for the last 10 years. He is not allowed to leave the country and his finances have been

frozen. In support of human rights activists, he and others have been receiving foreign funds.

Amnesty already urged the Egyptian government to stop the relentless persecutions, but so far it

has not made a difference.

EGYPT

Hossam Bahgat

Image Source: Amnesty

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/11/29/hossam-bahgat-egypt-human-rights-activist-fined-over-tweet
https://www.hrw.org/middle-east/n-africa/egypt
https://www.amnesty.org/en/location/middle-east-and-north-africa/egypt/
https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/press-release/2021/11/egypt-end-harrassment-hossam-bahgat/
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40 injured and over 300 arrested during protest against water

mismanagement 
On December 01, 2021, The Center for Human Rights in Iran (CHRI) reported the arrest of more

than 300 protesters and the loss of eyes for at least 40 people after being targeted by security

forces. This happened during protests against water mismanagement in the city of Isfahan. 

Since November 8, 2021, the protest movement of Iranian farmers protesting against water

shortages has been growing steadily, reaching tens of thousands. According to the New York

Times, meteorological experts estimate that 97% of the country will face water shortage

problems.

 

While the protests were relatively tolerated by the government until then, on November 29,

security forces violently cracked down on the protesters on the dry banks of the Zayandeh Roud

River and on the banks of the Khajou Bridge. 

 

The security forces used pellet guns, batons, shields and rifles against protesters. The Director of

Iran Human Rights, Mahmood Amiry-Moghaddam, said that "[t]here is evidence that the

security forces targeted protesters with firearms to seriously injure them. The perpetrators

of these crimes must be held accountable".

IRAN

At least thirteen killed in attack on village Kurdish Iraq 
On December 03, 2021, an attack was carried out by Islamic State militants on the village Khidir

Jija on Mount Qarachogh in the Iraqi region of Makhmur. Three villagers and ten Kurdish soldiers

were killed, according to a statement by officials in the autonomous Kurdish region of Iraq. 

The security forces of the Kurdistan Regional Government of Iraq (KRG) said that the ISIL

attacked "several houses in the village of Khidir Jija on Mount Qarachogh."

 KRG President Nechirvan Barzani condemned the attack and called for “more efficient

cooperation" between the Iraqi army and the Peshmerga, as well as increased support by the

international coalition "to fill the security and military gap, particularly in areas between

Peshmerga and Iraqi forces”. Western military officials say at least 10,000 Islamic State fighters

remain in Iraq and Syria.

The attack comes a week after the armed group killed five Peshmerga fighters in Diyala.

IRAQ

https://www.iranhr.net/en/articles/5000/
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/11/26/world/middleeast/iran-protests-water-shortages.html
https://www.iranhr.net/en/articles/5000/
https://www.iranhr.net/en/articles/5000/
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/12/3/several-civilians-and-peshmerga-killed-by-isil-in-iraq-makhmour
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/12/3/several-civilians-and-peshmerga-killed-by-isil-in-iraq-makhmour
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/12/3/several-civilians-and-peshmerga-killed-by-isil-in-iraq-makhmour
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Human Rights Watch: Lebanese policies hinder Syrian Refugee Children from

entering school
On December the 3rd, Human Rights Watch said that the current Lebanese schooling policies

might evoke a grave violation of the right to education. They state that the rules for Syrian

refugee children to enter school are not only petty but also discriminatory. 

For Syrian children to enter school, their families need many documents that are hardly possible to

obtain, such as certified educational records, legal residency in Lebanon, birth registration or

non-formal education certificates. Furthermore, their enrolment does not renew automatically

every year, as opposed to Lebanese children. Because of this, thousands of Syrian children have

been out of school.

As an example of the rules, HRW highlights that humanitarian action workers have to register the

Syrian children every year, through a document that the Ministery of Education provides. This

year, the deadline of enrollment was on December 4, while the document of enrollment only

became available on November 29. Moreover, the list of schools that Syrian refugees can access

only became available on November 30. Syrian children who want to attend standard classes

must wait until after Lebanese pupils have been registered to fill any open seats.

According to the Vulnerability Assessment of Syrian Refugees in Lebanon, more than 30% of

the 600.000 Syrian school-eligible children that Lebanon hosts have never gone to school. Almost

60% has not been to school in the last years. Because of the COVID-19 pandemic, these numbers

have again increased. 

HRW said: “If Lebanon’s new government wants to prevent a lost generation, it needs to stop

creating bottlenecks and demanding unobtainable paperwork from refugee children who want to

go to school”.

LEBANON

https://www.hrw.org/news/2021/12/03/lebanon-syrian-refugee-children-blocked-school
https://data2.unhcr.org/en/documents/details/88960
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Presidential elections to be held soon - but many questions arise
 Libyan presidential elections are to be held on the 24th of December. This will be the first time

that the Libyan population is called to vote since 2014, after elections have been delayed twice,

respectively in 2018 and 2019, due to the unstable situation in the country.  

A decade has passed since Muammar Gaddafi, Libyan long-standing dictator, was overthrown by

the NATO-led coalition. Still, the county remains highly unstable, divided by internal conflicts,

carried out by several militia groups as well as foreign fighters. 

The attempt to reach stability and democratic institutions appears particularly difficult though

since even the list of candidates has risen multiple contestations. Indeed, one of the most

prominent candidates is Khalifa Hafta, a self-proclaimed marshal in Eastern Libya controversially

involved in a war against the West that caused the death of more than 2,500 people. Hafta's

main opponent is Muammar Gaddafi's son, Saif al-Islam: since 2017, the International Criminal

Court has been requesting for him to be extradited and judged with the accusation of crimes

against humanity. He was initially declared ineligible to run but has been recently reinstated. 

In a comment, Professor Imad el-Anis stated, “a successful election and significant steps into

the right direction remain incredibly challenging, especially without genuine peace-building

processes, trust-building processes, and periods of reconciliation”. Indeed, Libya's attempt to

commence a post-conflict era appears difficult, considering that the war is still rampant. 

LIBYA

https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/12/1/why-libyas-upcoming-election-raises-more-questions-than-answers
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Israeli security officer extra-judicially kill Palestinian after attack 
On the 4th of December, Palestinian Mohammad Shawkat Sleemah was killed by an Israeli

security officer. 

In footage released by the Israeli security forces, Sleemah is seen stabbing or attempting to stab

an ultra-Orthodox Jewish bystander with a knife before attempting to attack a police officer and

then being shot and killed by an Israeli police officer at Damascus Gate in Jerusalem. The video

also shows the police officer shooting Sleemah twice after he already has been injured and on the

ground, thus killing him. The 20-year-old Jewish man was taken to the hospital and was declared

in a moderate critical condition.

The Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas said the statement said "The killing of the young man

after he had been wounded is a documented war crime", as well as the Jerusalem spokesman

for Hamas Mohammed Hamadeh described this event as the “deliberate shooting of a wounded

young man lying on the ground”.

In a post on December 04, 2021, The United Nation's Human Rights Office (OHCHR) condemned

the killing, stating that "Extra-judicial killings such as this are the consequence of the regular

resort to lethal force by well-armed and well-protected Israeli security personnel against

Palestinians, and the almost total lack of accountability for killings and injuries of

Palestinians by Israeli forces. Will there be accountability in this case? The UN Human

Rights Office is monitoring the case further."

PALESTINE

Image Source: Al Jazeera

https://www.reuters.com/world/middle-east/israeli-stabbed-jerusalem-palestinian-assailant-shot-dead-2021-12-04/
https://www.reuters.com/world/middle-east/israeli-stabbed-jerusalem-palestinian-assailant-shot-dead-2021-12-04/
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/12/4/israeli-wounded-in-east-jerusalem-stabbing-assailant-killed
https://www.facebook.com/UNHumanRightsOPT/posts/1861871044001212
https://www.facebook.com/UNHumanRightsOPT/posts/1861871044001212
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Qatar pledges to sustain its initiatives in enhancing stability in Afghanistan
Sheikh Mohammed bin Abdulrahman Al-Thani, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign

Affairs of Qatar, stated that the State is dedicated to sustaining its efforts to promote and

enhance regional stability and security, according to the Gulf Times and Pahjwok Afghan News. 

The Deputy Minister for one talked about the role of Qatar in the future of Afghanistan. One of

the main outcomes was a necessary dialogue between all parties to the conflict: Afghan parties,

neighbouring countries, the United States, the United Nations Security Council, as well as the

Taliban. Also, the minister promised Qatar's support for ongoing evacuation operations. In doing

so, Qatar aims to establish an international consensus that ensures stability in Afghanistan and

contributes to avoiding any humanitarian crisis.

According to the minister, the main problem in helping the Afghani people and reaching peace is

the lack of a sustainable strategy by the international community. Yet, the minister stresses the

importance to achieve exactly this, as he shares the international community's concern about the

political and security situation in Afghanistan, particularly the threat posed by ISIS and other

terrorist organizations on the rise.

QATAR

https://www.gulf-times.com/story/705721/Qatar-committed-to-continue-efforts-to-achieve-regional-stability-FM
https://pajhwok.com/2021/12/03/us-hails-qatar-robust-support-on-afghanistan/
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Monitoring group: 29 civilians killed in explosions in November
46 people have been killed in explosions throughout Syria in November. Of these, 29 were

civilians, including 13 children. This, according to the Syrian Observatory for Human Rights

(SOHR).

According to SOHR, the 46 individuals were killed in 27 explosions of improvised explosive

devices, explosions of old ordnance and car bombs. Most of the civilians were killed in explosions

of old ordnance in Idlib, Aleppo, Al-Quneitra, Daraa, Hama and Homs. 

SYRIA 

Demonstrations continue in Sudan after the military coup
Demonstrations have been ongoing since the country's military coup at the end of October. The

military takeover ended a partnership between the military and civilian political groups that had

lasted from 2019. 

This Tuesday, while thousands of protesters gathered close to the presidential palace blocking the

road and chanting “Soldiers belong in the barracks”, military armed forces met them with tear gas

and arrested several protesters. Fights broke out and many of the injured protesters were

arrested while being treated at the hospital. Some witnesses even say the police used teargas at

the hospitals. This is the latest in the line of similar happenings, where 43 protesters have died

since the military coup happened. 

Military ruler Abdel Fattah al-Burhan has stated that the military’s move was not a coup but

rather a step ‘to rectify the transition’. Furthermore, he claims that the act was necessary to get

the country back on track and that the military will exit politics in 2023. 

SUDAN

https://www.syriahr.com/en/229970/
https://www.reuters.com/world/africa/anti-military-protesters-march-sudans-presidential-palace-2021-11-30/
https://english.alarabiya.net/News/world/2021/11/30/Sudanese-security-forces-use-tear-gas-as-protesters-gather-in-central-Khartoum
https://www.middleeasteye.net/news/sudan-coup-protesters-opposing-deal-military-tear-gas


Turkey to face consequences for the failure to release human rights activist

Osman Kavala
On the 2nd of December, The Council of Europe’s Committee of Ministers decided to open the

formal process of infringement against Turkey, due to the perpetuation of the detention of human

rights defender Osman Kavala.

Osman Kavala is a Turkish entrepreneur, activist and philanthropist, particularly active in the field

of cultural rights and democratisation. He remarkably contributed to the affirmation of arts in

international cooperation and cross-cultural dialogue, whilst affirming the importance of civil

society's organisation in peace-building processes. 

Despite the demands from both the ECHR and several Western countries to release the activist,

the Turkish court has kept him imprisoned since 2017 after allegations that connected him to the

Gulen movement, considered responsible for the attempted golpe against Recep Tayyip Erdogan

in 2016. 

This is only the second time that this disciplinary action is adopted in the history of the Council of

Europe. Turkey will have to submit its view on the case by the 19th of January, and the meeting at

the Court will be held on the 2nd of February 2022. 

TURKEY
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General Labour Union calls for early elections 
On the 5th of December, Tunisian general trade union UGTT called for early elections over

concerns over President Saied’s reluctance to announce a roadmap for political reforms.  

This puts pressure on President Saied, who suspended parliament and dismissed the

government, in what has been described as a coup. 

UGGT is a major political actor in Tunisia and was key in the 2011 Tunisian revolution. 

TUNISIA 

https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2021/12/turkey-crystal-clear-message-from-the-council-of-europe-release-osman-kavala/
https://www.dw.com/en/osman-kavala-council-of-europe-warns-turkey-over-jailed-activist/a-60005197
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/12/5/tunisias-ugtt-calls-for-early-election-in-absence-of-roadmap
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2021/12/5/tunisias-ugtt-calls-for-early-election-in-absence-of-roadmap
https://english.alarabiya.net/News/north-africa/2021/12/04/Tunisia-s-influential-union-calls-for-early-elections-says-democracy-under-threat
https://english.alarabiya.net/News/north-africa/2021/12/04/Tunisia-s-influential-union-calls-for-early-elections-says-democracy-under-threat
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